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Message from the Members 

The feeling of festivity has spread all over the world and 
has reached Kampala too.  
 
“Naoli” is very much part of this “Festival of Joy” and we 
pay our tributes to Mother Goddess through this magazine.   
We all pray to Devi Durga to shower her blessings to 
everyone with their families for happiness and prosperity.  

Our Puja@ Kampala, Uganda, East Africa 

In our continued effort to showcase the culture which is truly Bengali, it is our very small effort to bring 

out this e-magazine in Kampala. We made a very small effort to take out this Magazine last year and this 

year we have grown a little more. Past year have been a wonderful experience and this year we are inspired 

to make a bigger contribution.  

As our plan was, we wish to broad-base this magazine and very soon we wish to make it a magazine that 

will have a cultural blend with Uganda and North East of India.  

As for the Durga Puja, unlike previous year the venue of the Durga Puja changed from Bukoto Kisaasi to 

Ntinda. We wish to take the Puja to more central outdoor location in the coming years.  

This year the active members participated in much enthusiasm and soon everything was organized in no 

time. Spontaneous involvement by the members in Kampala and in India contributing contents for this 

souvenir needs special mention.   

We reacted to few advertisement proposals this year, and hence all effort has been made to enhance Global 

circulation of this magazine through 28 Indian High Commission, 37 Indian Association and 106 Bengali 

Associations in India and Abroad. We are very thankful to the Mentors for the encouragement and support. 

We will prepare ourselves for a bigger and better engagement with external groups in the coming years. 

We are also thankful to all those who have shared their cultural roots and abilities through this magazine 

by contributing contents.   

Few of the Key activities planned for the year 2019-20 is as under: 

Circulate this magazine within Uganda, India and International destination 

Build this organization as a Cross cultural Group  

Prepare a member’s charter 
Increase the active membership of this group 2019-20 

Collaborate with various indigenous group  

Make positive Contribution (Financial and Non-Financial) to the society that we live in 
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About Durga Puja_2019 

Durga Puja Schedule: 
 

Mahalaya  : 28th September 

Shashti : 04th September  

Saptami : 05th September  

Ashtami : 06th September 

Navami : 07th September 

Dashami : 08th September 
 

Highlights of Durga Puja 2019 

This year Mahalaya (homecoming of Goddess) was celebrated on 28th September 2019, And the 

festivities would begin on Panchami, 3rd October, Thursday and end on Vijaya Dashami, 8th October, 

Tuesday. 

This Year Ma is arriving in Elephant or Gaja and departure is on Foot or Pada.  

Ghatasthapana Muhurtha  begins 0613 Hrs. and ends at 0740 Hrs. (Pratipada Tithi) 

Pratipada Tithi   begins 1156 Hrs. on 28th Sep and ends 0814 Hrs. 29th Sep  

Kanya Lagna    begins 0613 Hrs. on 29th September and ends 0740 Hrs. 29th Sep 2019 
 

 

Ma Durga will be worshipped in the 

following forms:  
 

Shashti : Katyayani  

Saptami : Kalratrti  

Ashtami : Mahagauri 

Navami : Sidhdidhatri 

Dashami : Visarjan 
 

Bengali Support System  
Bengali in distress anywhere in the world 

can contact any of the following places and 

seek support.   

  
Bharat Seva Sangha: Swami Biswatmananda  

Mobile : +91 9477201865  

 

Ram Krishna Mission  

Mobile : +91-33- 2464 1303/04/05  

 

Bengal Association, 3, Banga Bhavan, Hailey 

Road, Connaught Place, New Delhi, Delhi -1,  

Phone : +91 11 2334 4808 

WISDOM SPEAKS…. 
 

Education does not only mean learning, reading, 

writing, and arithmetic, it should provide 

comprehensive knowledge, Education in 

geography, geometry, literature, natural 

philosophy, moral philosophy, physiology, political 

economy, etc is very much necessary. We want 

teachers who know both Bengali and the English 

Language, and at the same time are free from 

religious prejudices 

                    ………………. Ishwarchndra Vidyasgar 

Someuseful Tips for Bengalis 
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Agomoni 

Agomoni - A warm welcome to the mother  
Nostalgia 
Verse adopted at Ramkrishna Ashram   

ॐ स्थापकाय च धर्मस्य सर्मधर्मस्र्रूपपणे । 
अर्तारर्ररष्ठाय रार्कृष्णाय त ेनर्ः ॥ 

 
Verse from Ishavasya  Upanishada 

ॐ पूणमर्दः पूणममर्दं पूणामत्पूणमर्ुदच्यते ।  
पूणमस्य पूणमर्ादाय पूणम र्ेर्ार्मिष्यते ॥  

 
Verse from Yajurveda 40/1 

ईिा र्ास्य मर्दं सर् ंयत्त्कञ्च जगत्या ंजगत ्।  
तेन त्यक्तेन भुञ्जीथा र्ा गधृः कस्यत्स्र्द्धनर् ्।।  
 
Verses from Gita 4:7-8) 

यं ब्रह्र्ा र्रुणेन्द्र रुर र्रुतः स्तुन्द्र्त्न्द्त ददवययः स्तर्य ।  
र्ेदयः साङ्ग पदक्रर्ोपननषदय गामयत्न्द्त य ंसार्गाः ।।  
ध्यानार्त्स्थत तद्गतेन र्नसा पश्यत्न्द्त य ंयोगगनो  
यस्यान्द्तं न पर्दःु सुरासुरगणाः देर्ाय तस्र्य नर्ः ||  
 
Verse from Sree Krishan Stuti  

र्ूकं करोनत र्ाचाल ंपङ्गुं लङ्घयत ेगगरर ं।  
यत्कृपा तर्हं र्न्द्दे परर्ानन्द्द र्ाधर्र् ्॥  

 
Verses adopted in Saraswati Vandana 

या कुन्द्देन्द्द ुतुषारहारधर्ला या िुभ्रर्स्रार्तृा ।  
या र्ीणा र्रदण्ड र्त्ण्डतकरा या श्र्ेतपद्र्ासना ।।  
या ब्रह्र्ाच्युत िंकरप्रभनृतमभ देर्यः सदा र्त्न्द्दता ।  
सा र्ा ंपात ुसरस्र्ती भगर्ती ननःिेष जाड्यापहा ॥  

 

Agomoni is a welcome song to Parvati to her home in rural Bengal, not as Goddess but as daughter, and are followed 
by Vijaya songs which describe the sorrow of separation three days later as Parvati returns to her husband Lord 
Shiva. 
 
Ma Durga was welcomed in our household with Vedic hymn invocations  
Singer   : Aniruddha Dutta 
Youtube Link   : https://youtu.be/hF876XOYDA8 

 

Verses from Bhagwat Purana 

नर्ोऽस्तुत ेवयास पर्िालबुद्धे फुल्लारपर्न्द्दायतपरनेर ।  
येनत्र्या भारत तयलपूणमः प्रज्र्ामलतो ज्ञानर्यः प्रदीपः ॥  

वयासाय पर्ष्णुरूपाय वयासरूपाय पर्ष्णर् े।  
नर्ो र्य ब्रह्र्ननधये र्ामसष्ठाय नर्ो नर्ः ।।  
 
Verses from Krishna Yajurveda Taittriya 
Upanishads 

ॐ सह नार्र्त ुसह नौ भनुक्त ु। सह र्ीय ंकरर्ार्हय  
तेजत्स्र् नार्धीतर्स्त ुर्ा पर्द्पर्षार्हय ।।  
ॐ िात्न्द्तः िात्न्द्तः िात्न्द्तः 

http://suryamouli.blogspot.com/2012/10/agomoni-warm-welcome-to-mother.html
http://suryamouli.blogspot.com/2012/10/agomoni-warm-welcome-to-mother.html
https://youtu.be/hF876XOYDA8
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Photograph of Puja_2019 
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Photographs from Puja Around the World 
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1. Mr Vinayak Limaye singing Laga Chunri me daag 

https://youtu.be/oh8aXmTx67I 
 

2. Arunabh Dey Singing “Rimjhim Gire Sawan” 

https://youtu.be/usLAJLd-b-g 

 

3. Aniruddha Dutta Singing “Ami Jharer kache rekhe elam” 

https://youtu.be/KCf9YUQW9Ag 

 

4. Arunabh Dey singing “ Jani na Janina ..Ki karon”  
https://youtu.be/UqZHWv3V0dk 
 

5. Aniruddha Dutta Singing “Ami path bhola ek pathik” 

https://youtu.be/HQo0oIv5tYY 

 

6. Arunabh Dey Singing “ Ehsan Tera hoga Mujhpe” 

https://youtu.be/jF1Zxkn4WlQ 

 

7. Arunabh Dey and Aniruddha Dutta Singing “ Ami jamini tumi Soshi” 

https://youtu.be/hk85eahcx6Q 
  

Youtube Links of Videos of Puja and programs 

https://youtu.be/oh8aXmTx67I
https://youtu.be/usLAJLd-b-g
https://youtu.be/KCf9YUQW9Ag
https://youtu.be/UqZHWv3V0dk
https://youtu.be/HQo0oIv5tYY
https://youtu.be/jF1Zxkn4WlQ
https://youtu.be/hk85eahcx6Q
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Goddess Durga’s Life  
Teerna Bhaumik     

Aga Khan International School 

Class: VI  
 

 

Once upon a time there was a very 

beautiful garden in which a lady 

was plucking some flowers for 

prayers, actually not one, but many 

ladies were plucking flowers for 

prayers. They were wearing 

beautiful dresses.   

 

The dresses they were wearing 

Indian dresses like Saris, Salwar 

Kameezes, etc. they were plucking the flowers to pray to goddess Durga. Goddess Durga has 3 

eyes. She fought Mahisasura. Mahisasura was an enemy of gods but lord Shiva, who was the 

husband of goddess Durga, gave boon to Mahisasura because he used to always pray to lord Shiva. 

He gave him the boon that no men/boy can defeat him in night, morning, afternoon, evening so 

all the gods created goddess Durga to defeat Mahisasura.  

  

There is a family who wants to go to goddess Durga’s prayers. Their surname is Banerjee. The 

parents of the family had one daughter. They were going to the prayers in a car and on the way, 

they were telling stories to each other of goddess Durga. They reached in the temple and started 

praying. The daughter saw some flowers kept on the table and the story all started from the flowers.  
 

 

Think , Think, Think! 

Thinking is a maze, 

But that's what you have to do always, 

When you get a good idea crossing the maze,  

Then everyone will freeze for a moment, look at you and gaze.  

Think always for better days and be happy always. 

 

By Teerna Bhaumik. 

 

  

Member’s Contribution 
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Spooky spider  

By Teerna Bhaumik.  

 

Spiders are spooky, 

But they are as round as a cookie. 

Some people scare them,  

And some people bare them. 

Spiders spin their webs, 

And eat all the insects. 

OH NO!! 

A spider's coming on it's way, 

To chase me till the end of the day. 
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Assassin’s Creed  
Arunabh Dutta  
  
Assassins are a member of a sect formally known as Nizaris. It is often described as a secret order 

led by a mysterious old man of the mountain. I grew up playing Assassins Creed in Sony PS3. This 

game was one of the most popular games and still is. This is my depiction of an Assassin. (Made 

in 2015 in Kampala)  

 

 
 

 
  

Monster paper Craft  

Abhimanyu Dutta 

Class II  

Delhi Public School International  

An imaginary monster is part of his 

day to day life.. A Jhoop Monster... 

Aslo Monster, Dustbin Monster 

makes him eat… go to sleep… 
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৷৷ মা।।   
সুমমধা ভ ৌমমক  

কাম্পালা  
উগান্ডা  
          

মেঘলা আকাশ এর দিকক দিষন্ন দিপন্ন েুকে তাদককে িদুিকের িাদি োিার দিিাকে েদতলাল। োকে োকে িাদি োিা দিকে েিকুক া মেলিার 

মিষ্টা করকে। অপোকে আর অদিোকে কাকের মিতর া ক ক  করকে। ও অকপক্ষা করকে হদরর জেয। পাাঁদিকলর ওপর িাাঁদিকে পাগুকলা  ে  ে 

করকে। একিকৃষ্ট তাদককে মেকক িকে জল একি োপিা লাগকে। হদরর মিো মেই। হদর ওর ঠিক মক হে েদতলাল জাকেো। কেকো েকে হে হদর ওর 

ো কেেও িাকি িািা। হদর ঠিক োকের েত ওর িাদি মোঁ ক  মিে, িাঙা পা মজািা মিিার মিষ্টা ককর। গত িদুিে ও োিার োেদে িকল হদর ও 

দেকজর োিার িালিাকি মেকত পাকরদে।  

 

দিে িাকরক আকগ হদরকক ো জাদেকে িাদির িাইকর ঘকুর মিরাদেল েদত। হদর ওকক রাস্তাে মিকে কাে ধকর দহঢ়দহি ককর ম কে একে কাাঁঠাল গাকের 

িাকে িদি দিকে মিাঁকধ মরকেদেল। প্রাপ্তিেস্ক মেকলকির এইিি শািে শুধু িািারাই করকত পাকর।  

হদর হদর...হদর হদর..কেে আিকি ও? হদর োিা আর কাউকক িোে যাকিো েদতলাল এর মিতকর তীব্র রাগ, শওক, অপোে, দিস্মে, অিহােতা 
দেদলকে িলাপাকাে অেুিূদতর জ । দেকজকক দেকজর অকিো লাগকে।  

 

েেস্বকলর এই মোট্ট শহকর উকপে ডঃ এর মিশ িাল পশার। এলাকাে অতযন্ত িাপুক  ডাক্তার দহিাকি পদরদিত উকপন্দ্রোে রাে মক োদি ম পার 

কাজ া েুি যত্ন ককর হাকত ধকর মশোে ওর িািােশাই। উকপন্দ্রোে এর মিম্বার এ দশিঠাকুর এর েদি মিওো দশিোে মেদডকযাল মিন্টার এর 

োপাকো কযাকলন্ডার এর ঠিক পাকশ েুলকে ওর স্বগগত িািােশাই এর েদি। েেু  লম্বা েুগুর িাজা মিহারা। েুি মো কিলাে ো হারা উকপেকক উদেই 

ককলদপকঠ ককর োেুষ ককরকেে। ো শব্দ া তাই উকপকের অদিধাে এ মেই। ওর অদিজ্ঞতার িাইকর দিজাতীে এক শব্দ।  
 

িাঙাদলর োতৃিদক্ত একিে িাল মিাকে মিকেে ো উকপে ডাক্তার। িুকিা িুকিা মলাক কোে কোে েযা েযা ককর মকাঁ কি আকুল হকে যাে। ো আকে 

স্বাকযযর মজার ো েকের মজার। িারোি অম্বল আর েযা েযা ডাক। দকেুকতই এর িাইকর িাঙাদলকির মির করা মগল ো। িেরির োতৃিন্দো মলকগই 

আকে। িগুগা, কাদল,জগদ্ধাদি, লক্ষ্মী, স্বিরস্বতী মির েত ডাকিাইক  োকেকির পাকশ শীতলা, েেিা, দিপিতাদিদের েত অিংেয োকের িোরহ। 
উকপে ডাক্তার এর মিম্বাকর িাাঁিা িাইকত যাওোর েত িুককর পা া এলাকাে কারুর মেই। েতুে মকাে মলাক যদি িুল ককর হাদজর হকে যাে তেুদে 

তাকক গলা ধাক্কা দিকে উদে দিিাে ককর মিে। এত িেকিও উদে শীত কাকলও ঠান্ডা জকল িাে ককরে। হেুোে িদিশা পাঠ ককরে আর দেেদেত েুগুর 

িাকজে। দিকে ককরেদে। দকন্তু কেে কেকো গ্রীকের ঘুঘ ুডাকা দেরজে িপুুকর উদে হঠাৎ আেেো হকে যাে। মকাে রুগীর মপ্রিার োপার যকে মিশী 
িাপ পকি হাত দেে দেে ককর। স্মদৃতর রাস্তাে অকেক িকুরর মকাকো দেরজে িপুুর, দিকলককাঠার ঘর আর কারুর হদরণ কাকলা মিাে আজও উকপে 

ডাক্তার এর েজিুত দিতকক োকে োকে েদিকে মিে।  
 

এিার উকপেিািুর পািার িকূগগাৎিি মিশ জেজো  ককর হকি িকল কাোঘুকষাে েির মপকেকেে উকপেিািু। পািার 'আেরা কজে' ক্লাকির মেকলরা 
উক্যাক্তা। আকগকার িকোকজযষ্ঠ িদ্রকলাককরা অকেক কে িাাঁিাে পুকজা করকতে। ওোরা িকর মযকত দকেু িযাংিা মেকলর হাকত িগূগা পুকজার িাদেত্ব। 
মেকলগুদল োদক পকরাপকাদর। দকন্তু ওকির মিেকলই উকপেিািুর মকাে কো িলার আকগই ি ুোপ্পি োরকত ইকে ককর। ওরা িাদেত্ব মেওো োি 

পুকজার িাাঁিা দিগুণ হকে মগকে। োেকরা মকউ আিকিে উকিাধকে দেকত কা কত। এিার োদক পুকজার দেে মডঙ্গ ুআর েশা। েির া মপকে উকপেিািু 
দিষে মেকেকেে। পািার এক িকোকজযষ্ঠ োেুষ েুি অেুেে করাকত ওকিরকক মডঙ্গরু ওপর এক া মোক াো  মলকিার আর েদি দিকত রাদজ 

হকেদেকলে উকপেিািু। আর এই প্রেে িার িদ্রকলাককর অেুেে মেলকত ো মপকর ওকিরকক িাাঁিাও মিে উদে। িদ্রকলাক েিু পুকজার মিাগ মেকত মযকত 

িলদেকলে। উকপেিািুর িাে জিাি দেল - " আদে মিম্বার িন্ধ করকল পুকজার িেে অকেককর েুি অিুদিধা হকে যাকি। আপোর যা হা গ  এর অিযা 
ককরকেে মিেদে তাকত মকাে অঘ ে হকল আপোককই ো আোর মিম্বাকর আকস্ত হকে। কাকজই ওইিি মিাগক াগ োওো ডাক্তার মির িকল ো। " আর 

কো ো িাদিকে িদ্রকলাক শুককো েুকে দিিাে মেে।  
 

পাাঁদিকল িকি আকপক্ষা ককর ককর ক্লান্ত েদতর মিাে া এক ু মলকগ মগদেল। হঠাৎ এক পদরদিত আওোজ এ ধিেি ককর উকঠ পাাঁদিল মেকক লাদেকে 

োেল েদত। হদর উকঠাকের িাঙাকিারা মগ  েুকল ঢুককে। িাকে িাইককল এর মপেকে িাপাকো দিশাল িি িািা কাপি এর মিাাঁিকা। হদর িাইককল 

িাাঁি কদরকে মপেে মেকক মিাাঁিকা োোকত োোকত িি - "পুকজার িেে মতা, অকেক কাপি ধুকত হকি মর েদত। আোর কদিে দেরকত এক ু মিদর 

হকি। পুকজার িেে মধাপারা েুি িযস্ত োকক, জাদেি মতা? " কো িলকত িলকত েদতর দিকক মিাে পরাকত িেকক মেকে মগল হদর। "এদককর!! দক 

হকেকে? এত া মকক  গযাকে দক ককর? " হদরর এক া মোট্ট কোে অকধগক িযাো ককে মগল েদতর। মিৌকি দগকে হদরর ককল েুে গুাঁকজ েযা েযা.... িযা 
িযা িকল কাাঁিকত লাগল। ওর িযাোে েলে লাগাকত লাগাকত হদর িি - " েংদল মতাকক মেকি অেয রােোগল এর িাকে ঘুরকে মিেলাে। মতাকক আকগই 
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িকলদেলাে েংদল িুদিধার ো। ওর িাকে দেদশশ ো। তি ুতুই ওর িাকে পাদলকে মগদল। পালাদল িকল কাাঁঠাল গাকে মতাকক মিাঁকধও রােলাে তি ুতুই 

োেদেদল ো। এেে মিাে ো িািার কো ো শুেকল দক হে। এইজেযই িদুিে ধকর োদেি ো। তুই েে োরাপ কদরি ো। মতার জেয পাকশর পািার 

েুি িুন্দর িুলক্ষো এক িীতাোগল মিকেদে। মতার দিকে মিি। েংদলকক পুকরা েে মেকক িার করকত পারকল আোকে িদলি। দকন্তু তুই এত িযাো 
মপদল দক ককর? মক ককরকে এরে? আোে মিোদি িল। "  

েংদলর েদতলাল মক মেকি যািার প্রধাে কারণ েদতর মিোপ্পা িাদি। হদর যতই মিষ্টা করুক েদতর িাদি  াকক অদিজাত িাোিার দকেুকতই 

পাকরদে। মশকষ েংদল মরশদে িাদির অেয োগকলর িাকে িকল যাে।  
 

হদরকক িাকে দেকে দগকে উকপেিািুর িাদি া মিদেকে মিে েদত। িকাল এ দিষন্ন েদত যেে রাস্তাে ঘুরদেল উকপেিািুর িােকে পকর যাে। দিরক্ত 

উকপেিািু ওকক তািা করকল িে মপকে েিগোে পকি মিা  মপকেকে। উকপেিািরু মশষ কো াে েদতর কাকে এেকো গরে লাগকে। উদে িকিে - " 

যা িােকে মেকক, হযা  হযা । হদরর মেকে মিকে কাজ মেই রােোগল পুকষকে। গাকের মিাাঁ কা গকন্ধ ম কা যাকে ো। "  

 

হদর িযাপার া িুকে েদতকক িলকত োকক- " িযাখ্ েদত, তুই এেে অকেক া িি হকেদেি। দেকজর লিাই এিার মেকক এক ু এক ু ককর মতাকক দেকজই 

লিকত হকি। তুই যা েুশী করকত পাদরি উকপেিািুর িাকে। আদে িাধা মিি ো। "  

 

পঞ্চেীর দিে িকাকল পািার পযাকন্ডকল িযস্ততা তুকঙ্গ। পুকজা উিধে এর িি আকোজে িারা। দরিে কাাঁদি দেকে িিাই ততদর। দকন্তু দযদে উকিাধে 

করকিে তার পাত্তা মেই। উকিযাক্তারা এক ার পর এক া মোে ককর িকলকে দকন্তু উদে মোে ধরকেে ো। পযাকন্ডকলর মিোকল মিোকল মডঙ্গরু েশারা 
অস্ত্র হাকত ততদর। মশষকেষ ঠিক করা হল উকপে ডাক্তার মক ধকরকিাঁকধ রাদজ করাকত হকি দেকত কা কত। পািার িেস্ককির অকেক অেুকরাকধ উকপে 

ডাক্তার একি দেকত কা কলে। িারদিকক হাততাদল। পুষ্পিৃদষ্ট এদিকে পালাকোর মিষ্টা করকতই িইুদিক মেকক িইু িযাংিা মেকল ওাঁকক একরকে িযাংকিালা 
ককর রাজদিংহািকের েত জেকাকলা এক মিোকর একরকে মজার ককর িদিকে এককে  রিকগািা হাকত ধদরকে দিল।  
 

পাকশর মিোর া োাঁ াঁঁ কা। রিকগািার দিকক তাদককে িকি োকার মকাে োকেই হেো মিকি উকপেিািু এক া তুকল েুকে পুরকলে। জকলর গ্লাি এর 

জেয েুে তুলকতই িারপাকশর িেস্ত দকেু আিেকা ম্লাে হকে মগল। িােকেই মকউ িাাঁদিকে যার কাকলা হদরণ মিাে িহুযুকগর ওপার মেকক িেগ, গন্ধ, 

স্পকশগর পূণগতা দেকে হাদিেুকে উপদযত। "উকপেিা, িহুিের পর পুকজাে আকস্ত মপকরদে। মকেে আকেে? আোর স্বােীর িাকে আলাপ কদরকে দি। 
আেরা অযােস্টারডাে এ োদক। োদিো মকেে আকেে? এই ময শুেে, ইদে উকপেিা। আোকির িাদি মেকক এক ু িকূর..... আকর আপদে িকল যাকেে 

োদক? "  

 

উকপেিািু মিোর মেকক উকঠ হেহে ককর দিি মঠকল এদগকে িলকলে। পযাকন্ডকলর িাইকর অেদলে শরৎ কাকলর প্রকৃদত। দকেু া ধাতয হকে 

অঅেযেেস্ক িাকি অযােস্টারডাে এর অদধিািীদের কো দিন্তা করকত করকত পে িলকত লাগকলে উকপেিািু। মিাকে িারিার জল একি যাকে, 

পককক  রুোল  া ও মেই।  
 

িকাল মেকক উকপেিািুর িাদির কাকে গােতলাে িকি ওোর গদতদিদধর দিকক েজর রােদেল েদত। মিলার দিকক এক পদরদিত গকন্ধ ি কা মিকঙ্গ 

উকঠ িাাঁিাকলা েদত। েুি অেযেেস্ক িাকি পে হাাঁ কেে উকপেিািু। েদতর মেকক মিশ োদেক া িকূর। মজাকর দেশ্বাি মেকল িুকলক র েত েু কত শুরু 

করল েদত। িারপাকশর মলাক িীৎকার ককর উকপেিািু মক িািধাে করকে। ওোর মকাে ভ্রকেপ মেই।  
 

েদত আরও কাোকাদে। উকপেিািু দকেু িুকে ওঠার আকগই মোেে এক গুাঁকতাে দে কক পিকলে পাকশর েিগোে। িকজাকর মব্রক িাপল েদত। মপেে 

দেকর দকেুেে উকপেিািুর িরুিযা উপকিাগ ককর োক উাঁিু ককর গ গ  ককর িাদির দিকক হাাঁ া লাগাল েদত। হদরকক দগকে জাোকত হকি আর িলকত 

হকি এক গুাঁকতাে ও েংদলককও োো মেকক মির ককর দিকেকে।  
 

উকপেিািুর িারপাকশ দিি। ওাঁকক ধরাধদর ককর মতালা হকে। রাকগ, িকুে, অপোকে, িযাো, অদিোকে এক াই শব্দ িি হকে যািার পর প্রেেিার 

িারিার উচ্চারণ করকেে উকপেিািু। শব্দ া আোকির িিার েুি মিো। - ো, োকগা, ো!  
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পুজ ো 
Bharati Dutta 

 

আকোজে ভে ো তুজ োর মজতো ভমঘ 

ঝকঝজক আকোে 

ভেোর রোজত ঘোজের মোথোয় ঘোজের ডগোয় 

শেশেজরর ভ োয়ো 
এ েবোই  োনোন শিজে আেন্ন পুজ োর 

মজন েোবী এ ভিজে পুজ ো শক েশতি আজে?  

 ঙ্গ  মহজ  খুজনো খুশন, দ্রবিমূজ ি বৃদ্ধি 

ভকোথোয় খড় ভতো ভকোথোয় বনিোর প্লোবন 

খবর কোগজ  এমশন হো োরটো মন খোরোপ করো খবর 

তোরই মোজঝ বো োজরর শেড় 

ফ্িোেন এ ফ্িোেন এ  য় োপ 

পিোজে  গুজ ো েো জব শনতি নতুন েোজ  

তোরই মোজঝ মো বেজবন এ  কজর 

কোক ভেোজর কো  করজত এজে কোজ র ভবৌটট বজ  

কজয়কশিন ধজর ভমজয়র জ্বর হোজথ পয়েো ভনই 

ওষুধ খোওয়োজত পোরশ নো  োশননো শক হজব 

ভ জ টো চোজয়র ভিোকোজন শ   ভগজ ো মোে চোকশর টো ভগজ  

মন েোজব পুজ ো ভতো ওজির  নি আেজ  নো 
মো শক পোজর নো েব আধঁোর িূর কজর শিজত 

েব িুক্ষ িূর কজর েবোর মুজখ হোশঁে ভফ্োটোজত 

িুগ গতনোশেনী ভক ডোজক েত েত িুগ গত 

ক  ন িুগ গত ভক েোড়ো ভিয় মো 
ভ ড়ো  োমো গোজয় ভে ভ জ টো পিোজে  এ রোজঁধ 

তোর গোজয় শক উঠজব একটট নতুন  োমো 
েোবজত েোবজত মনটো ভকমন শবষন্নতোয় ভেোজর েোয় 

িজূর আগমনীর কিোজেট বোজ  

শেশেজরর ওড়নো খুজ  েোজটগর ভেোর হোজে 

আনমজন ঝজর পোজর িুজটো ভেফ্ো ী 
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Pujo Ashche (Durga Pujo is here)  
Somdev Sen  
 
Little Shonku sat on the steps of his neighbour’s house. The cricket match 

had just come to an end. The match unfortunately was a draw because Bulan, 

the owner of the only real bat in the locality was suddenly called away by his 

mother. All his paratuto (neighbourhood) friends had just left for home. Somewhere in the 

background the radio started playing ‘Shani barer Baar Bela’ (The Saturday afternoon show).   
 

Pujo Ashche (Durga Puja is here) ...Thought Shonku, and his mind raced on as he reviewed his 

Pujo check list and plan again for the 40th time.  

 

1. Mohua’s Chicken roll – Twice daily 2. Karim Chacha’s Biryani – daily at dinner (only mutton, 

no chicken) 3. Masala ThumsUp – twice daily (after lunch anddinner, cannot be shared with Poltu) 

4. Khichuri and Labra with tomato chutney – daily lunch at Pujo Pandal 5. 1 T-shirt – Red and 

Yellow (East Bengal colour) 6. 1 Butter Jeans – (need to graduate from half pant) 7. 1 Football – 

(depending on father’s mood on Shasthi morning)  
 

Shonku lined them up in the order of difficulty. Item 6 and 7 looked quite difficult this year. Baba 

never seemed to say no to the food, it was always the other stuff that created all the problems. In 

his mind’s check list Shonku put a red flag on item 6 and 7 and marked them as ‘Asche bochor 
amaar hobe’ (Will try again next year).  
 

As Shonku was about to reach the final and the most exciting part of his Pujo Plan – Pandal 

hopping; a searing pain in his left ear brought an abrupt end to his day dream.  ‘KI RE…BARI 
JABI NA? BABA KALABE’ (When do you plan to go back home? Dad will thrash you).   

 

Shonku generally hated Didi, she was the reason for all his pains in life. Almost 10 years elder than 

him, Lakshmi, her elder sister at the age of 20 was always the one person standing between his 

freedom and happiness. The tormentor as he often called her; Lakshmi was in reality just another 

little girl trying to grow up just a little faster to fill in the deep dark gaping hollow that Shonku’s 
Ma had left inside him when she suddenly passed away 3 years ago.  

 

Shonku and Laskmi started trudging their way back home both lost in their own thoughts. As they 

crossed the rickshaw stand at the corner of Das para they suddenly stopped in awe. Underneath 

the bamboo shades of his temporary workshop, Hari dadu the idol maker lifted his quivering old 

hand and started painting the most beautiful eyes of Ma Durga. In a week’s time the idol will be 
complete.  

 

Shonku and Lakshmi looked at each other, smiled and in unison they cried out Pujo Ashche…. 
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GULABJAMUN  
Aniruddha Dutta  
  
These familiar words took me back into trail of thoughts….रंजीत.... चाय?   

 

Second year in Engineering College and we had the regular student council 

election  

Ranjit Chaudhury … Appointed as General Secretary Cultural wing was 
the announcement along with many others. For a moment I was at the top of the world. We five 

elected members were the heroes of the college that day. For the next one year I wanted to enjoy 

the spotlight that will be on me… I was one of some ones in the college.  

  

Within few months we had our welcome party for juniors and the annual Gathering. No wonder 

curiosity was more on the newly inducted girls’… innocent, Insecure and scared in fact all of them 
deserved our undivided attention equally.  

  

The welcome party invited participation from all specially from the junior students I was more 

inclined to the musical section also the sheer numbers of girls made it more interesting. My eyes 

got glued to this Marathi mulagi from Mumbai “Surabhi Kirloskar” a very Charming 
unconventional Beauty, enthusiastically participating in the singing competition. But contrary to 

her looks she was absolutely out of Sur and taal and there was nothing called music in her singing. 

Encouraging words from Professors and overzealous admirers made her practice and prepare for 

the show.   

  

Our cultural program had many sessions viz; Introduction cum personality test, quiz competition, 

and few group activities in the first half. Prize distribution and musical night were in the second 

musical program started quite on high and interesting note with few Brilliant singers showing the 

way. When Surabhi’s name was announced loud shout of the audience spoke about the popularity 
that she enjoyed. But as soon as she started singing the crowd became restless, loud boos and jeers 

disrupted her music. I entered the stage duty-bound and reminded the crowd the spirit 

participation and also that of the audience. The effect was instant and the crowds stopped shouting 

and surabhi finished her performance.   

  

From the very day, I started to see this expression of appreciation and gratitude in her face. 

Encouragement from my friends also made me see her eyes dropping and her irresistible blushy 

smile, every time we crossed Path. I was not known to make loud noise to attract attention, but I 

could sense that the throbbing sound of heartbeat inside my heart made a lot of loud noise.  

  

The bus stop outside our College had many small tea stores called “Tapri” in the local language. I 
would stand there waiting to have her last glimpse of the day. She would always walk in at a 

particular time give me blushed glance and a smile. My head would go for a spin every time she 

smiled and me waiting for the bus to leave. I had no idea what to do next except for losing sleep 

thinking about her. As all my quintessential friends kept boosting my moral and I was waiting for 

a god-sent opportunity to help me.   
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Colleges in India always have a thin attendance before the examination, and there came that God 

sent opportunity…the bus stop wore a deserted look…. In our usual goodbye moment, I took the 

tea glass in my hand raised at her and asked… Tea? She obtrusively walked and stood next to me 
with her heads down. My spine went completely cold.   

  

I indicated to the Tapriwalla and he gleefully filled another glass with a smile, he must have 

witnessed many such stories taking birth, unfolding and growing up in that very spot. Not knowing 

what to say next I asked her…    
  

GulabJamun???  She quietly nodded her head…. Yes. Tea and GulabJamun was our companion 
for the next 3 years. Only change was that gradually the Tapri GulabJamun was replaced by more 

healthy homemade ones. College also had a favourite recipe for Gossip – GulabJamun.  

  

It was a tearful goodbye in my final year, with the promise to stay in touch forever. Uncertain 

about where the future will rest. But time and tide never rested for anyone. Our story had taken a 

different turn. Facebook and WhatsApp are only a recent Phenomenon.   

  

Life moved in an amazingly beautiful speed, with a lovely wife and an intelligent boy there was no 

reason to look back. My son performed reasonably well to get admission in a reasonably good 

engineering College. As all parents do, I also decided to accompany my son to his college hostel.   

  

A day before the commencement of classes, we had a scheduled address from the school 

management to all the new students and parents. In the auditorium my eyes stuck on a familiar 

face...The faculty and Principal address suddenly appeared in a vacuum…  What??... No... Can’t 
be... Is it Surabhi?   

  

Like all her other professor colleagues she was also scanning the group of students from left to 

right. Our eyes also had to meet and I could see an animated shock and shiver down her face… 
Two hours of Orientation was never ending. It was like thousands of hours...  

  

We summarized our lives while we walked down to the cafeteria trying to match our steps once 

again...No... She didn't marry...... I could not ask her why?  

  

Many trails of thoughts were broken by a familiar expression which I had heard so many years 
back. …..   रंजीत.... चाय?  I knew it was coming next.... She said in her usual way... यहााााँ गुलाबजामुन 

है...खाओगे? My head went down and could murmur only few words... अब कहा सुरभि.. I 
sighed...गुलाबजामुन अब possible नही ं……… काश मैंने भि उस भिन अगर कुछ इस तरह ही कहा होता..She replied 
looking the other way…. Left the college remorseful… looking back at life retrospecting 
philosophically.... was there any promise?? Was there anything wrong?? huh??  
  

Disclaimer: The above story is a complete figment of imagination and knowingly and Unknowingly 

has no connection with anyone dead or alive…   
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The Quest  
Sumedha Bhaumik  
  
It was a silent summer afternoon. A hot, dusty wind was blowing 

outside.  The windows were all closed. Rays of sunlight were streaming 

in through the window blinds creating shadows of different patterns in 

the floor.   

  

Riti was lying on the floor with a cushion. The floor was cold and hard, 

reminding her of an operation table. She was touching the shadows with her long fingers, wishing 

she could change the patterns like a jigsaw puzzle. She loved her hands; everyone told her that 

they resembled her father’s hands, the hands of a famous artist. She did not care much for any 
other part of her body. Her senses were sometimes so numbed that it seemed that she won't feel 

any pain even if someone cut her up into small pieces. From her very childhood she was a lonely 

child. Like a wet blanket on a cloudy day, loneliness wrapped her soul, wherever she went, whatever 

she did. She felt isolated in the middle of a large crowd; watched minutely how her friends talked, 

laughed and discussed topics which never captured her interests. She always desired to be a part 

of the crowd, laughing and talking just the way everyone else did. But that was never to be. She 

hardly spoke and she remained unnoticed. Often, her friends forgot her presence in the room.  

  

Sometimes when this detachment with the world became unbearable, she would run to her only 

solution, her mother. Her mother used to say, “Neither I, nor anyone else can give you a friend as 
a gift. Only you have the ability to create a good friend for yourself. And at your age, don’t tell me 
about loneliness! Keep yourself busy with some work. If you don't like the usual chores, then use 

your creativity to keep yourself engaged.   

  

Creativity that's the magic word which always shook her mind like the slow and steady gyrations 

of a cold, old rock python. In her house, there was a large, black, steel trunk which was full of her 

father’s work. There were sketches, water colour paintings, many poems, incomplete manuscripts 

of articles and dramas, designs of furniture, plans for houses, logos and sheets of copper, 

handmade paper, lino, papyrus, bundles of knives, brushes, used pens and lino cutters. She spent 

hours looking at them, observing each item, cleaning off the last speck of dust that had 

accumulated on them, preparing them for the next time they would be needed, if ever. When she 

closed the trunk, she would see the unique oil paintings hanging from the walls, talking to her, 

reaching out to her, comforting her. This was the world of an artist, the legacy that a loving father 

had left behind for his precious daughter. Riti knew she had to create a different world, a world 

without pain, only for herself, a place where she would be the master of her own will, a world that 

others can't see. She would create, change or ruin her own ideas in that world. It would be her 

workshop where she would build the image of her own God.  

  

World was frantic at first. Many years went by.  Now, her search has been tempered with maturity. 

Riti does realize that her parents had shown her the path to a world that is beyond the common 

world where she lived. But she also realizes that, somewhere along the way, not sure how or when, 

she had lost her key to open the door to that world. And to this day, amidst the magnificent colours 

of the sunset, in the heart of mid night, in the freshness of the morning shower, in the enormity 
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of the bright blue sky, in tears and laughter, she still searches for that precious key. Without it, Riti 

knows she will be incomplete, now and forever.   

 

A Doctor’s Dilemma  
Dr. Partha Mukherjee  
 

I am a practising doctor in Kampala and among my patients there are a 

couple of Pakistani families. Ever since the escalation of tension with 

our neighbour, for some reason or other, they have avoided me. It maybe 

that they are a little hesitant in coming to me. I was wondering how I 

will face them should they come for a consultation. Thankfully that situation has not arisen till 

now.   

  

Then suddenly something happened this morning. My office is next to a residential complex in 

Kampala where most of the inhabitants are Indians with three Pakistani families.  This morning 

when I was in the midst of a meeting, the lady next door comes into my office. I will take the 

liberty of narrating the incident in Hindi to bring out the essence of the conversation.   

 

िाई जान ज़रा मदद करें गे मुझे। हम यहााााँ से मकान छोड़ कर  िूसरी  जगह जा रहे हैं।यहााााँ के मैनेजर से ज़रा कह  देगे मेरे 
husband आ ही रहे होगंेे। वो आ कर सारे dues clear कररें गे। मुझे इतनी अंगे्रज़ी नही ंआती क मैं इन से यह बात कह 

पाऊं ।  
  

I was caught in a dilemma. Numerous posts and debates on the social media have intoxicated our 

minds to such an extent that I had to think for a while before I decided to help her. My conscience 

did not permit to turn her away as she was from Pakistan.  When she was communicating with her 

husband on phone the dialect seemed very familiar to me. It was another version of Gujarati. I 

confirmed this with her. She told that yes, they are from Pakistan bordering Kutch area of Gujarat. 

They have now moved to Karachi but they are from Sindh.   

 

It dawned upon me today that we can hate or oppose Pakistan's state policy of terrorism, can teach 

them a lesson if they fight us on the battlefield, do surgical strikes to destroy terrorist launch pads 

but we cannot hate the country's common people.   

 

That's what my conscience tells me. What do you think?  
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Homecoming  

Aniruddha Dutta 
 

Birds are so silent today as if they forgot to cry  

Breeze passed and kissed my cheek and said friend good bye.  

Did the crow forget bellowing or it knew the homecoming?  

Is this my imagination or something really is happening.  

 

Ma was so neat today; she had an awe for dirt it seems  

The home was dressed in Brides attire, it looked so pristine  

Did she invite some guest today? Or she knew the home coming  

Is this my imagination or something really is happening.  

 

Baba had an important meeting today, but he was on leave  

He said he has a headache today, but he looked quite active  

Did he forget his office today? Or he knew the homecoming  

Is this my imagination?  Or something’s really happening.  
 

Dada dint go out to play, he won’t come out of his room today  

“I am too tired my friend he said…” It was just not a normal day..  
Did he forget the Bench of the park? Or he knew the homecoming  

Is this my imagination. Or something’s really happening...  

 

Bonti is a big lady today. All her toys were packed in a box  

She rolled in a saree just like Ma, she will just not wear that red frock...  

Did she forget to play with dolls? Or she knew the homecoming  

Is this is my imagination or something’s really happening…. 
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Donald Duck Family 

Pic: Aniruddha Dutta  

Blooming Roadside Romance 

Murchison Game Park 
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Loneliness 

Queen Elizabeth Game Park  
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Mother 

Jim Corbett National Park 
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From The Lenses  

Hidden Treasure through the bushes 

SIPI FALLS 
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Victoria Falls  

Pic Courtesy: Arunabh Dey 

Royalty  

Pic Courtesy: Arunabh Dey 

Random Click  

Golden Tulip 

Pic Courtesy: Arunabh Dey 

Murchison Game Park  

Pic Courtesy: Arunabh Dey 

Kibale  

Pic Courtesy: Arunabh Dey 
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Pic courtesy : Rahul Chakraborty 

Location : Masai Mara  
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Bengali Mishti Doi  
Rapti Bhowmick 
Food and Travel Blogger 
This writeup is copywrited 
The article was originally Posted on the blog From The Corner Table 
On Jan 4th 2019 

 
Mention that you are a Bengali and conversations are bound to 

lead to Rabindra Sangeet, Kolkata and food. There are assumptions galore that with Bengali genes 

you are a walking encyclopaedia of all things mentioned above. It’s rather amusing – for me at 

least – when I say I’m not very knowledgeable about either of … 

It’s rather amusing – for me at least – when I say I’m not very knowledgeable about either of these. 
Having been brought up outside Bengal, my exposure to culture has been varied – I’ve learned a 
few things Bengali from my parents, I’ve learned several things Gujarati having grown up in 

Rajkot-Baroda-Ahmedabad (cities in Gujarat) and I’ve learned loads of things pan-Indian owing 

to my friends who’ve been from different parts of the country. 
I’m often given a sympathetic look for this supposedly gaping hole in my upbringing, mostly from 

those whose idea of ‘culture’ is restricted to the obvious. 
When I say obvious, I mean those who think every Bengali sprouts Rabindranath Tagore’s poetry, 
rolls their vowels and eats only ‘maacher jhol, bhaat, rosogolla’ (fish curry, rice and a Bengali 

sweet), Gujaratis eat only dhokla-fafda (types of snacks) and do the garba at the drop of a pin, all 

Punjabis eat only parantha and lassi for breakfast …and… you get the drift? 
I, for one, find this mixed bag of cultures that is part of my upbringing to be rather fascinating! 

Every day I learn something new and there’s so much variety in life! I’m unhindered by the blinkers 
of a particular culture making each experience a revelation. 

Learning how to make the mishti doi at home was one such experience. 

 

I’d always been under the impression that this sweetened yoghurt is a delicacy available only in 
shops; until my mother informed me otherwise and my genius aunt treated me to her version of 

the mishti doi. 

 

Traditionally, the mishti doi which literally means ‘sweet yoghurt’ is made by thickening milk which 
is then sweetened with sugar or jaggery, mixed with some curd and left to ferment overnight in 

earthen pots. My aunt’s version does away with the sugar and jaggery. She prefers to add condensed 
milk to the thickened milk. This makes the mishti doi creamier, giving it a beautifully smooth 

texture. 

 

This mishti doi works wonders as a premade dessert for a party. Allow it to set in individual bowls 

to save you the hassle of portioning at a later stage. Serve it alone or garnish with some seasonal 

fruits like chopped plums and strawberries or even slivered dried fruits. The choice is yours. 

If you do try this recipe don’t forget to share in the comments section below or shoot me an email. Alternatively, you 
can follow and tag me on Facebook (click here) or Instagram (click here). 

  

Esho Basho Ahare_Bengali Receipe 

https://www.facebook.com/fromthecornertable/
https://www.instagram.com/fromthecornertable/
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Mishti Doi / Sweetened Yoghurt 
 
Preparation Time   Cook Time    Total Time  
5 mts     1 Hr     1 hr and 5 mts 

 
Course: Dessert 
Cuisine: Bengali (Indian) 
Keyword: dessert, milk, sweet, yoghurt 
Servings: 6 bowls 
Author: Rapti B 

 
Ingredients 

• 750 ml Milk (high fat content) 
• 500 ml Hung Curd 
• 200 grams Condensed Milk 
• 2 Cardamom Pods 
• 2 Plums (optional) 
• 2 tablespoons Dried fruit slivers (optional) 

 
Instructions 
1. Heat the milk in a thick-bottomed pan, stirring frequently to avoid formation of milk solids. 

Let the milk cook till it reduces to half the original amount, adding lightly crushed 
cardamom pods midway. 

2. Onnce reduced, remove the thickened milk from the flame. 
3. Add condensed milk to the reduced milk and mix well. 
4. Let the milk cool for a bit – the milk should be warm, not cold, before you add the curd. 
5. Once the milk has reached the desired temperature, add the curd and mix well. 
6. Pour into a big serving bowl or individual bowls and keep in a warm place to set overnight. 
7. Once the mishti doi has set, pop it into the refrigerator to avoid spoilage. 
8. Serve chilled as it is, garnished with chopped fresh seasonal fruits or slivered dried fruits. 

 
Recipe Notes 

• Homemade yoghurt sets faster in warm temperatures. If it’s too cold in your part of the world, 
place the filled containers in a closed microwave or oven. DO NOT SWITCH ON THE 
APPLIANCE. The closed space will protect the yoghurt from the cold and damp. 

• You can easily do away with cardamom. 
• For colour, soak a few strands of saffron in thickened milk for 5 minutes. Mix the saffron 

threads in the thickened milk before adding the curd. 
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  Ingredients of Bengali Kheer Malpua 

For Malpoa: 

• Maida – 1 cup 
• Sooji / Semolina – 1 cup 
• Sugar – 1/2 cup 
• Salt 1/2 teaspoon  
• Mouri / Fennel Seeds – 1/2 tsp 
• Milk (according to thickness) 
• Chopped coconut 
• Khoya Kheer Or Mawa grated 1/2 cup 
• Baking Powder 1/4 teaspoon 
• White oil to fry 

For Sugar Syrup: 

• Sugar 1 cup 
• Water 1/2 cup 
• Cardamom pods 2-3 
• Saffron Strands 5-6 

 

How to make Bengali Kheer Malpua 
Recipe 

For Syrup: 

• Take a saucepan and add all the ingredients under 
the heading of syrup and bring mixture to a boil. 
After boiling 5 minutes off the oven and let the 
syrup cool to the room temperature 

For Malpua: 

• First mix all the dry ingredients (Maida, Sooji, khoya 
kheer, sugar, salt, Mouri, baking powder & coconut) 
together in a bowl. Now add milk to make a batter 
not so thick not so thin like pancake batter.  
 

• Keep the mixture in room temperature for about 15 

minutes. Then take a flat non stick pan and heat oil 

and pour one big spoon at a time and fry the both 

side till golden brown. 

 

• Now soak each "Malpua" into the sugar syrup at a 

time for 1-2 minutes and take it out from the syrup 

and place on a plate. 

 
• You may serve Malpua with Malai 

Serving Tips 

Serve "Malpoa" hot or chilled. You may garnish with malai for more taste before serving. 
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Ultimate Guide To Nail Your Lazy Kumarakom Holidays 

After we spent a bomb on our dream holiday in Europe last year, we couldn't really think of 

travelling anywhere for quite a while (except for a couple of vacays to hometown where everything 

is taken care of by dearest mum & papa!).  With monotony slyly seeping into our lives and the 

grind churning our souls, our lungs craved for a breath of fresh air and eyes yearned for sublime 

views! Okay, being sad makes me over dramatic, but honestly, we were desperate for a break! And 

our lazy holiday in Kumarakom was exactly that! 

While I am calling this a "Lazy Kumarakom Holiday", it had everything!  Eating out at local joints, 

chilling at the beaches, Shikara ride, exploring a deserted island and tons of lazing around, all at 

our own sweet pace! Okay, so let's get to work! 

Presenting my "Ultimate Guide To Nail Your Lazy Kumarakom Holiday"! 

 

 

 

Step 1: Eat. Sleep. *Dash*. Repeat. 
 

Make sure the holiday is at least one week long coz we're going to stay in 

the resort for a minimum of two to three days doing "Eat. Sleep. *Dash*. 

Repeat."! (For me, it's "Eat, Sleep, *Swim*, Repeat."! Taking a swim is 

what relaxes my body and mind the most!  For you, it could be reading 

books, meditating, landscape-gazing or just sleeping, take your pick and 

replace with "Dash"!) 

Tip:  Try picking a good place to stay since you would be spending a lot of time in the 

resort and anyway saving the buck that you'd generally spend on site seeing! 

 

  

Lifestyle 

Chandani is a budding Travel and Lifestyle Blogger. Bachelor degree in 

Archelogy, Ex Radio Jockey, Visharad in Bharatanatyam, Brown Belt 

in Shotokan karate, she loves binge watching, writing, eating Gourmet 

delicacies, vacationing, shopping at Chemistry Sale, snuggling up with 2 

little Dracula’s at home, 2 am drive with her partner. This is what she 
loves…. Check out for her websites  

www.highonoomph.com 

This writeup is copywrited 

http://www.highonoomph.com/
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Step 2: Laze around at Marari Beach! 
 

The moment you feel rejuvenated enough to get out 

of your cave and excited enough to join back 

civilization, head to the Marari Beach!  It is around 28 

kilometres from Kumarakom and takes 40 minutes 

for you to reach by car. 

Marari beach, rated as one of the world's top five 

"hammock beaches" by National Geographic Survey, 

is a pristine white sand beach with all basic amenities 

like coast guards, local police patrolling and small 

food shacks. 

From what we heard from people back at the resort, 

the beach is generally less crowded. But when we 

visited, it was voting day for Kerala and looked like all the locals directly hit the beach after casting 

their vote! Over all, it is a great place to click a lot of pictures and laze around! 

Money Spent: 100 ₹ (For tender coconut water) 

 
Step 3: Eat at People's Restaurant 

 
Wondering where to go have your lunch or 

dinner before or after your visit to Marari 

Beach? Eat delicious food for a very good price 

at People's Restaurant!  We just happened to 

stumble upon the place and absolutely loved 

the food, service, ambiance and rates! (Plus, 

they never complained about the sand we got 

from the beach on all our visits!) Stuffed veg 

kulchas that you get here are worth the drive 

from anywhere in and around Kumarakom! 

 

Money Spent: Around 1500 ₹ (For soup, starters, main course & green tea in the end for a 

family of four!) 

 

Step 4: Hog desserts at Club 07 
 

After finishing your meal at People's restaurant, just take one 

flight of stairs and reach this amazing dessert heaven called Club 

07!  While it is written AMUL on the board, it is not just any Amul 

parlour!  It is a super cozy place which serves top notch desserts 

along with tons of love!  Simple bunch of people putting their 

100% in their work!  Needless to say, we visited the place thrice 

during our stay, tried and loved every single thing we ordered! 

 
 

P.S. : Chocolate Falooda here is sure to make you go weak in your knees! 

Money Spent: Under 500 ₹ (For four fancy desserts!) 
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Step 5: Hit Alappuzha beach 

 
Well, what do I say!  We're beach people!  Not just me but 

even my tiny ones go crazy when we hit the beach, much 

like the waves there!  So, Alappuzha or Alleppey beach is 

so close to Marari beach yet so different!  While Marari is 

a touristy beach, Alappuzha is your proper city beach! 

It is not really my type of beach as it was pretty crowded 

and there were vendors selling cotton candies and balloons 

and all.  But that's just me, Ram loved Alappuzha beach 

more than Marari as the place was more organized with 

proper car parking, shops and brick boundary separating 

the beach from the main road. 

Challenge:  Try saying Alappuzha correctly!  Kids and I had a crazy ride to the beach while Ram taught and we 

tried learning how to speak extremely tongue twisting "Alappuzha"! 

Money Spent:  ₹100 (For cotton candies & mineral water!) 

 

Step 6: Take a boat ride to Pathiramanal island 
 

Pathiramanal is a beautiful deserted island which literally has nothing on it!  Except for the 

towering trees, dense foliage, birds chirping, water softly splashing and truckloads of peace!  If you 

enjoy your own company or your partner's company or a books company, just go and chill at 

Pathiramanal and give your eyes and soul this sublime treat! 
 

Pathiramanal was an hours ride from our resort to the island 

and may be it was just too early in the morning so we did not 

find any tourists there.  There sure was a counter with ticket 

₹5 written on it but it was closed so we just took a walk on a 

narrow road which ran across the island lined with gorgeous 

greens on both sides. Unfortunately, we did not have the 

luxury to hang around more since our hungry kids were 

chewing on our brains but we did click tons of beautiful 

pictures! 

 

We took a shikara boat ride to Pathiramanal directly from our Karma resort and it did cost us 

more as we took the whole 20-seater boat for ourselves.  Alternatively, you could just go to the 

boat jetty and take a ride from there. 

 

Tip:  Make sure you carry your mats, food, water and anything else that you'd need! 

Money Spent:  2800₹ (For the boat ride. While it costs 1500₹ if you take a smaller personal boat 

from the Jetty, it would cost even less if you are up for sharing!) 

 

Step 7:  Indulge in A Relaxing Body Massage 
 

Going to Kerala and not indulging in body massage is like going to a restroom and not taking a 

leak!  Okay, that was gross! Let's go with, going to Paris and not visiting the Eiffel Tower! It is 
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almost a crime!  Do indulge in heavenly Ayurvedic body massage, Shirodhara and other treats as 

they are not just relaxing but even therapeutic! 

Money Spent:  500 - 10,000₹ (Depending on the kind of package you take and from where you 

take it!) 

 

Step 8: Souvenir shopping at “Kumarakom Craft Museum” 
 

There were a lot of souvenir shops on the way in Kumarakom but I 

particularly found this place called "Old Curiosity Shop" more 

inviting!  Beautiful old-style Kerala architecture made it look more 

appealing than the rest!  They had a lot of amazing things to offer; 

ranging from souvenirs like miniature house boats of different sizes 

to Kathakali face (check out the picture, I don't know what exactly 

they call it!) and a lot of vintage stuff as well!  Feel free to bargain! 

(with my lame bargaining skills I thought it would be wiser to ask for 

a discount and they happily obliged!)  

 

Money Spent: 1300₹ (For a 4 Kathakali faces and a fridge magnet!) 

 

Easy peasy right?  I am pretty sure that this lazy Kumarakom holiday will make you battle ready! 

**  It will give you enough oomph to survive your rat-race city life for another 4-5 months! Coz 

that precisely is the cycle, right?  *Battle. Sulk. Holiday. Repeat. * 

 
**If not, buzz me! Will share my "Ultimate Guide To Nail Your Lazy Coorg Holiday!". 
;) 
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Rapti Bhaumick is a former journalist who left her cushy desk job 
to pursue a less paying but more enriching passion for writing, 
travelling and baking. Her blog "From The Corner Table" 
(fromthecornertable.in,) gives a peek into her thoughts as she 
ventures into exciting territories with - in her words - "a dash of 
hope, a pinch of love and a healthy sprinkle of courage."     
Copywrited… 
This article was originally published on the blog From The Corner Table 
on May 7, 2019 

That Week in Sri Lanka  
 

It’s been over a week now since my best girl ‘A’ and I returned from a week-long trip to Sri Lanka. 
It was the first trip that we had managed to embark on together in the 13 years (or is it more?) that 
we’ve been friends. There are a lot of hangovers here – of memories, of photographs, of instances. 
While on one hand the two of us are constantly chatting with each other and rolling in laughter as 
we think about all the things we did, conversations with family and friends are a reminder of the 
shadow that loomed through the trip. 
 
You see, we were in Sri Lanka at the time the country was shattered by the Easter Sunday 
explosions. The two of us were unwilling witnesses to the sudden and steady method in which the 
country’s stability unravelled. We were among the fortunate ones unaffected by the attacks but 
caught in the tensed days that followed.  
 
It had taken A and me nearly three months to decide on the location for our first trip! From the 
Pyramids in Egypt, we had gone to the mountains of Switzerland, gone swimming (her!) in the 
clear waters of Maldives and explored the unexplored in Morocco and Jordan. Until we thought, 
“Let’s start small, shall we?” and zeroed in on the Emerald Island in the neighbourhood. 
 

Why Sri Lanka? Because it is cheaper and it covered our demands of heritage – culture – good 
food – beaches – mountains. You can imagine the level of excitement that saw two women in their 
mid-30s squealing and wriggling in delight as we landed in Colombo late on April 20. 
 
The trip started on a discordant note – we were unable to trace the driver who was to pick us up 
from the airport and that put us off kilter as we struggled to connect with our Indian travel agent 
and communicate our woes to the local travel agent. It took more than 30 minutes and not a little 
bit of fretting until the driver found us slumped in two chairs next to a hotel’s kiosk. As we hustled 
to the car, exhausted, one of us randomly commented: “I hope this doesn’t set the tone for our 
trip.” 

 
Was it an omen? I’ll never know. What I do know is that it did set a tone for the coming week – 
days that resonated with fun and laughter, all overshadowed with a nervous tension and a few 
sleepless nights. 
 
All was well that Easter Sunday – we rolled out of Colombo at 8.30am as planned, driving towards 
our first destination – the elephant orphanage at Pinnawala where we were to ‘play with the 
elephants’. It was around 9.30am that we got an inkling of things changing. 
 

http://fromthecornertable.in/
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Fuzzy brained and blurry eyed – because we’d dozed off 15 minutes into the journey – it took us 
a while to register frantic messages from family and well-wishers enquiring about our wellbeing. 
A and me were wondering what happened when we noticed the lazy mood in the car changing. 
Our driver, Shelton, was visibly agitated and the only cause we could surmise were the Sinhalese 
words wafting from the radio. 
 
It was a news alert on my phone that unravelled the reasons for the messages and the tension set 
on the driver’s shoulders - A’s eyes grew wide as I read out news of six blasts in Colombo, turning 
Easter Sunday into the Black Easter as it is now called. By the time we assured the families and 
friends of our well-being, it was time to walk into the Pinnawala Elephant when it struck me: “A, 
we were sitting next to the Shangri-La Hotel kiosk at the airport,” I mumbled. 
 
Sombre over the thought of a city going through such tumult, we walked into the orphanage and, 
rather selfishly, forgot about Colombo in the company of elephants. Enamoured and enchanted 
by the pachyderms, even a frantic phone-call from our Ahmedabad-based travel agent couldn’t 
dampen our mood. In hindsight, A and I think, we were yet to understand the enormity of the 
situation in Sri Lanka. 
 
In fact, we were even a bit peeved at the driver’s nervousness and his apparent hurry to reach our 
accommodations in Anuradhapura. Here, our room keys were delivered to us with the latest 
updates 
– the numbers of dead were staggering 
– the government had announced a curfew 
– our visit to the heritage site in Anuradhapura was dependent on whether it would be open the 
next day because of the “situation in Colombo” as the locals said. 
 
The gods of travel were kind to us and we were able to stick to our schedule for Anuradhapura 
and move towards Dambulla, the next stop on our itinerary. Spirits were high and the mood was 
upbeat despite the occasional news updates, A missing her babies, all of which ended in random 
discussions of ‘remember when’ and ‘that time when’ interspersed with the occasional ‘what if we 
need to head back’. 
 
Reality seeped in when A and I spoke to our friends in the media on Tuesday evening – by this 
time, the data services on our local service provider were unavailable and the only way to speak 
with people was if they called us, Whatsapp was available in spurts and other social media was a 
no show. A national emergency had been declared and we were tucked away in a sparsely populated 
resort. “The security has been heightened, an emergency has been declared and with the curfew in 
place, security is at an all-time high. It’s your choice really, if you want to join the hundreds 
thronging the airports or brave it through,” a friend told us over the phone. 
 
Call us brave or foolhardy, A and I decided to put on our extra-alert caps and finish the trip. A 
decision we did not second guess until we were in Kandy – one of the most popular tourist 
destinations with a footfall so high, that you would struggle to walk the streets without rubbing 
shoulders with a tourist. Or at least that’s what we were told by the locals. Because A and I had 
entered a city that seemed like a ghost town in comparison.  
 
Imagine walking into a coffee shop at 6pm when the streets are lit and there are more than a 
handful of people walking around. You place an order and turn to look out at the street at 6.20pm 
– the streets are empty, the only signs of life are your car, the driver and a bunch of people leering 
at you. That was Kandy for us on Wednesday and it scared the shit out of us! At the sight of the 
board announcing the Office of Assistant High Commissioner of India that we spotted on way to 
our hotel, A and I released audible shaky sighs – a sure sign of the scare we had received. Such 
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was the panic that we did not even have the presence of mind to seek a hotel change and were 
willing to hole up in a room with broken bathroom fixtures, a lot of ants and a dripping air 
conditioner.  
 
Had A and I been indifferent to the tension spreading across Sri Lanka? No. Both A and I have 
grown up and lived in cities that have battled terror attacks time and again. We’ve witnessed the 
resilience of human nature and are aware that whatever the situation, a city and its people will 
always bounce back. But even in those circumstances, we were always secure with family and 
friends. In Sri Lanka, from our first night in Kandy, A and I had only each other to depend on.  
 
Conversations with locals in the city made us realise that hotel occupancies had plummeted by 
nearly 80% within two days of the blasts. With countries reaching out to travellers and warning 
them about possibilities of further attacks, a majority of tourists had chosen to cut short their trips 
and return home. The famed Kandy City Centre wore a deserted look – shop lights glittered and 
gleamed on the dejected faces of employees who glanced at us hopefully as we strolled pass their 
stores. Munching on food at the outdoor café of KCC turned into a case of jumpy nerves as we 
observed people walk in and out of the mall in a hurry, an Army jeep parked opposite as a few 
men in uniform walking around the street. The eeriness of the situation was enough to send A and 
me escaping to our rooms and locking us in – trust me when I say there are few things creepier 
than being the only occupants of a huge hotel with seemingly strange hotel staff for company. 
Such was the fright that A and I got; we agitated ourselves to the point of imagining the most 
dismal events that could befall us. That night also saw A and me put together an emergency bag 
that we were to grab in case we had to “make a run for it”. Funny as it sounds, that gave us a sense 
of security. Because starting Wednesday night, the two of us were the only souls in all the properties 
that we stayed in – be it in Kandy, Nuwara Eliya or Bentota. 
 
As I look back, I find myself indulging in a grin at the wild thoughts of two women. But words 
fail to describe the stress we were in. This is not to say that we didn’t enjoy ourselves – the two of 
us had the time of our lives rubbing shoulders with the locals, attempting to converse with them 
about their past and sharing stories about our lives in India, especially the similarities in the cultures 
of both countries. 
 
But certain situations and conversations left us disturbed. Like when the owner of a sparkling new 
eatery near Sigiriya informed we were their first customers of the week. Or when a much renowned 
pub in Nuwara Eliya almost turned us away because they thought we were Sri Lankans. When the 
23-year-old receptionist at our hotel in Nuwara Eliya said the owner had to send home nearly 15 
of their staff members and the remaining were fretting over the uncertainty the future holds. “We 
are a hotel with 100 rooms and you are the only occupants. All our reservations till August 2020 
have been cancelled,” said Dillon, adding “at this rate, it will take us not less than 6 to 8 months 
to recover. And those 6 to 8 months, unfortunately, are the prime tourist season for Sri Lanka.” 
Those older to him mumbled about having to face an unsettled economy and a life in strife merely 
a decade after the country emerged from three-decade-long civil war. “We’ve been hurt, we were 
recovering, and now we hurt again,” said Pillai, the restaurant manager at one of the properties. 
 
There is truth in the words, as is evident by the several news reports that have been released since 
Easter Sunday. With tourism being Sri Lanka’s “third largest and fastest growing source of foreign 
currency” in the year 2018 and Lonely Planet declaring the country ‘top destination for 2019’, there 
was expected to be a boom in tourism revenue. But as Reuters report states: “Net hotel bookings 
dropped a staggering 186 per cent on average over the week following the attacks compared to the 
same period last year, data from travel consultancy Forward Keys showed.” As per the same report 
that echoes what several other media houses pointed out: “Cancellation rates at hotels across the 
country averaged 70 per cent as of Saturday.” 
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The hauntingly lonely beaches of Bentota are a testimony to these words. The expanse of an 
otherwise densely populated stretch of sun and sand remained empty of visitors as A and I spent 
an hour in the waters with a stray dog as a designated bodyguard. Every person walking by, mostly 
men, put us on the edge and we were ready to run away if needed.  
 
The last few hours in Sri Lanka, as we edged closer to Colombo, had taken a toll. The families 
were frantic after yet another explosion in the city on the Saturday after Easter Sunday, leaving A 
and me sleepless and cranky. The long lonely corridor of the hotel lobby added to our panic as I 
lay awake in the night, staring at the whirling fan and contemplating the possibility, if any, of 
leaving the country a few hours early. “What will we do for an entire day in Colombo” was the 
thought that whirled through my mind – a stark contrast to the reason why A and me had opted 
to fly out of Sri Lanka late in the day – we wanted to spend our last day in the Indian Ocean island 
exploring its capital city. That option had been taken away. Moreover, Shelton was only too glad 
to drop us off in the safety of the airport at the earliest. And we understand, imagine being forced 
to stay away from your family for work in such conditions.  
 
And so we complied. Our last day in Sri Lanka was spent on the floors of the Bandaranaike 
International Airport like about hundreds of others who thought it prudent to reach the airport at 
the earliest. Settled on the airport floor outside the men’s urinal – for sheer lack of space – A and 
I pondered on the trip that had been. What caught us by surprise was that we had completed our 
trip despite the constant shadow and were already making a list of the places we hope to visit on 
our next trip to Sri Lanka. Quoting Professor Minerva McGonagall, perhaps it was “sheer dumb 
luck!” and the company of each other that kept A and me going on at a time. But a major role, I 
feel was played by the Sri Lankans who touched our lives during our short stay. From Shelton to 
the local travel agent, the tourist guide and security personnel tasked with checking our bags and 
body search, every Sri Lankan went out of their way to make our day that bit better, that bit safer. 
And that resilience in the face of such a suspicious environment is what bolstered us. 
 
I believe that also answers frequently asked questions, “Will you ever return to Sri Lanka?”  
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Brainisium 

Sudoku is one of the most popular puzzle games of all time. The goal 

of Sudoku is to fill a 9×9 grid with numbers so that each row, column 

and 3×3 section contain all of the digits between 1 and 9.  

As a logic puzzle, Sudoku is also an excellent brain game. If you play 

Sudoku daily, you will soon start to see improvements in your 

concentration and overall brain power.  

Logic Corner 

Cheryl's Birthday is a logic puzzle, specifically a knowledge puzzle. 

The objective is to determine the birthday of a girl named Cheryl 

using a handful of clues given to her friends Albert and Bernard. It 

was asked in the Singapore and Asian Schools Math Olympiad, and 

was posted online on 10 April 2015 by Singapore TV 

presenter Kenneth Kong. It went viral in a matter of days.  

You can send your completed solution to naolipujo@gmail.com 

successful names will feature in the next edition of Naoli in 2020 

mailto:naolipujo@gmail.com
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Kids Corner 

If you can recognize these Cartoon Characters, your childhood was awesome 
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Solve the Maze 
 

  

You can send your completed solution to naolipujo@gmail.com 

Successful names will feature in the next edition of Naoli in 2020 

mailto:naolipujo@gmail.com
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Please forward all feedback on naolipujo@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Feed Back 
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Shreenath Group Vadodara  
2-4 BHK House  
Special offer for Indiands of Uganda.  
Offer can be taken on Phone or whatsapp… 

 

Business Page-Handshake 
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VANGUARD FARMS LTD 
Kampala 
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VIDISHRAL  
Kampala 
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Showroom for Rent or Sale 

Contact : Metropole Group  

Phone : 0414 232 773/0414 232 620/0712 628 786/ 0792 220 077 

 

Showroom at Namanve  

 

 
 

Commercial space for Rent in Bukoto 

 

 
 

 

  

Office Building at a Prime Location in Kampala 

1.365 Sq Metres space on three floors. 25 Parking slots 

available. Rental of each floor is available 

Ph: 0414 232 773/0712 628 786  
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Arcadia Hotel 
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Globe Teleservices  

 

 

 

International service provider, offering a complete range of communication 

solutions spanning Mobility, Cloud, Network, Enterprise and Managed Services for 

MNO’s, MVNO’s, ISPs, Retail Service Providers (RSP) and multinational corporations 

 
Leading International Voice, Messaging & 

Managed service provider in Asia & Africa 

Quick business expansion & capability scale up 

within a short span 
 

For Telco queries  

Ph: +91 84229 28898 (Alok Maurya – Sales Head 

Africa)  

 

 

 DISTRIBUTOR WANTED 

 

  

Looking for distributor for Estate management system.  

 

My Niwas is a highly customizable Real Estate Management System is an online real estate software 

application that manages the overall operational activities and processes, starting from the management 

of the property, to the management of real estate agencies, agents, clients and financial transactions. It 

provides comprehensive reports for managing the Real Estate agency performance and efficiency, and 

enables the management for making decisions.  

Contact details  

Triad Technologies Ltd  

PH : +256 -75579804 
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